Interfering with memory reconsolidation has valuable potential to be used as a treatment for maladaptive memories and psychiatric disorders. Numerous studies suggest that reconsolidation-based therapies may benefit psychiatric populations, but much remains unanswered. After reviewing the literature in clinical and healthy human populations, we discuss some of the major limitations to reconsolidation studies and clinical application. Finally, we provide recommendations for developing improved reconsolidation-based treatments, namely exploiting known boundary conditions and focusing on a novel unconditioned stimulus-retrieval paradigm.
Introduction
The traditional theory of memory consolidation holds that memories undergo one single consolidation process, a process that converts a short-term memory into a long-term memory (McGaugh, 1966) . Once this conversion occurs, the memories are thought to be permanent and resistant to change. However, the conventional theory has recently been displaced by a new theory, one that hypothesizes that whenever memories are reactivated they enter a period of lability, during which time the memories can be altered or updated (Fig. 1A) . Notably, certain aspects of the memory (e.g., declarative or emotional components) may have the potential to be independently altered or updated. Following memory destabilization, memories must undergo another round of a consolidation-like process, which has been termed reconsolidation. If the reconsolidation process is interfered with, the memory may be permanently weakened or disrupted, a state that is also known as ''amnesic deconsolidation" (Hong et al., 2011) .
Memory reconsolidation was first explored in the 1960s, examining the effects of post-retrieval electroconvulsive shock on subsequent amnesia for a fear conditioning memory (Misanin, Miller, & Lewis, 1968; Schneider & Sherman, 1968) . Such findings called the consolidation theory into question (Lewis, 1969) , but interest in the so-called electroconvulsive shock-induced retrograde amnesia phenomenon soon died out. However, interest in reconsolidation was rekindled around the turn of the millennium (Nader, Schafe, & LeDoux, 2000; Przybyslawski, Roullet, & Sara, 1999; Przybyslawski & Sara, 1997) . In the past decade and a half, a plethora of research has since been carried out, and reconsolidation has become an intriguing topic with many proposed therapeutic effects for patients with psychiatric disorders, including post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD) and addiction (see for recent review, Taylor & Torregrossa, 2015) .
In this review article, the clinical treatment potential of reconsolidation-based manipulations will be examined. First, behavioral procedures employed in human studies of reconsolidation will be introduced. Then, the literature on reconsolidation manipulations in clinical populations and in healthy individuals will be discussed. Next, some of the major limitations to reconsolidation studies and clinical application will be overviewed. Finally, we will provide recommendations for developing improved reconsolidation-based treatments, namely exploiting known boundary conditions and focusing on a novel unconditioned stimulus (US)-retrieval paradigm.
Reconsolidation paradigms
Most paradigms used for experimentally studying reconsolidation follow the same basic structure (Fig. 1B) . First, participants undergo a training session, during which a new memory is learned. After the memory is consolidated, participants undergo a memory reactivation session in which the memory is briefly reactivated through presentation of either a memory-related cue, in order to induce memory destabilization and lability. Before or after memory reactivation, a pharmacological agent (e.g., propranolol), behavioral procedure (e.g., stress), or non-invasive technique (e.g., transcranial magnetic stimulation; TMS) is administered to enhance or to interfere with reconsolidation. Finally, after the reconsolidation process has ended, a long-term memory test is performed, during which time memory retention is assessed.
Important controls should be included to verify that any effects of the manipulation on long-term memory are due to modulation of reconsolidation. No-reactivation control groups should receive the experimental and control manipulations in the absence of memory reactivation. Memory reconsolidation depends upon post-reactivation memory labilization, and, therefore, the experimental manipulation in the absence of memory retrieval should have no effect on long-term memory. Another control option is a delayed-treatment group, in which memory reactivation takes place but pharmacological or other treatment is administered after the memory has putatively restabilized and is no longer labile. Administration of the experimental manipulation outside of the post-reactivation window of lability should have no effect on long-term memory. In addition to the no-reactivation or delayedtreatment control groups, a short-term memory test can also be administered soon after memory reactivation, before the reconsolidation process has completed. Memory retention should be present in the short-term memory test but not the long-term memory test if the manipulation is interfering with the reconsolidation process. In addition, the inhibition of the memory should be long-lasting and not subject to renewal or spontaneous recovery if it has been altered by a reconsolidation-based mechanism. In some studies, behavioral extinction sessions are used as a post-reactivation manipulation (Monfils, Cowansage, Klann, & LeDoux, 2009; Schiller et al., 2010; Xue et al., 2012) . In the retrieval-extinction paradigm, extinction sessions are administered at a time point at which the memory is thought to already be destabilized but not yet restabilized (Fig. 1A) . These studies were originally hypothesized to interfere with reconsolidation, as extinction administration during the post-retrieval period of memory lability could putatively enable the extinction learning to be incorporated into the original memory trace upon restabilization. Recent reports call into question whether retrieval-extinction is, in fact, working through a reconsolidation-based mechanism (Hutton-Bedbrook & McNally, 2013) . Reconsolidation theory would posit that retrieval must come before extinction for the procedure to impair reinstatement. However, retrieval following extinction has also been shown to impair fear reinstatement (Baker, McNally, & Richardson, 2013) , and in some instances extinction following retrieval paradoxically enhances fear behavior (Chan, Leung, Westbrook, & McNally, 2010; Stafford, Maughan, Ilioi, & Lattal, 2013) . It also appears that multiple retrievalextinction sessions may be required to achieve the desired mnemonic consequences in certain paradigms, though this has yet to be studied systematically and this will be discussed in detail later.
In experiments using the retrieval-extinction paradigm, an additional control must be included in which subjects receive extinction first followed by retrieval afterwards in order to shed more light on the mechanism of the retrieval-extinction effect (Torregrossa & Taylor, 2012) . Though the debate has yet to be resolved, we will include discussion of the retrieval-extinction literature in humans in the following sections.
Reconsolidation in clinical populations

Addiction
Examination of the treatment efficacy of reconsolidation manipulations in clinical populations of addiction has just recently begun. For example, in hazardous alcohol drinkers, post-retrieval ethanol cue reappraisal or counterconditioning blocked reconsolidation in a retrieval-dependent manner (Das, Lawn, & Kamboj, 2015; Hon, Das, & Kamboj, 2015) . Furthermore, in these studies, no behavioral effect was elicited when the design did not explicitly elicit a prediction error, which is thought to enhance memory lability memory and initiate reconsolidation (Corlett, & Taylor, 2013; Exton-McGuinness, Lee, & Reichelt, 2015; Torregrossa & Taylor, 2016) . In another study, a retrieval-extinction paradigm administered to heroin addicts significantly reduced subsequent cueinduced craving and blood pressure changes, as tested at 1, 30, or 180 days following treatment (Xue et al., 2012) . However, these results have yet to be replicated, and no control group was included that reversed the order of extinction and reactivation to verify that the mechanism of memory inhibition is based on reconsolidation mechanisms (Millan, Milligan-Saville, & McNally 2013) .
Also in abstinent heroin addicts, social stress or propranolol administered after recall of a learned word list impaired memory of the word list the next day (Zhao, Zhang, Shi, Epstein, & Lu, 2009; Zhao et al., 2011) . Interestingly, subjects displayed a deficit in remembering words related to heroin, while their ability to recall neutral words was not affected, indicating that neutral and emotional memories may be differentially modulated by reconsolidation manipulation. Post-retrieval propranolol has also been reported to block cocaine-cue reactivity and to attenuate cueelicited craving in non-treatment-seeking cocaine-dependent individuals (Saladin et al., 2013) , and pre-reactivation propranolol can reduce tonic craving in treatment-seeking individuals with substance use disorders (Lonergan et al., 2016) . However, neither of these two more recent studies included a no-reactivation or delayed-treatment control group, leaving open the possibility that propranolol may be acting through a mechanism unrelated to reconsolidation.
Two studies investigating the effect of reconsolidation manipulations on memories related to cigarette smoking failed to find an effect of either propranolol or the N-methyl-d-aspartate (NMDA) receptor antagonist memantine on such memories (Das, Hindocha, et al., 2015; Pachas et al., 2015) . Each cigarette puff represents a single administration of nicotine, and multiple puffs per cigarette are compounded over multiple cigarettes per day; thus, there are many more drug administrations per day in most smokers than in heroin or cocaine addicts. The increased number of administrations could strengthen the cue-associated memory, making the smoking memory more resistant to reconsolidation disruption than cocaine or heroin memories.
One contrasting study in opioid-dependent patients on methadone maintenance reported that pre-reactivation propranolol unexpectedly increased cocaine-cue reactivity (Jobes et al., 2015) . The reason for propranolol strengthening the memory as opposed to weakening it are unclear and are in contrast with all previous reports of propranolol and reconsolidation, which have found that propranolol either weakens a memory or has no effect. Despite this aberrant report, overall results are promising that interfering with the reconsolidation of drug-related memories in patients with substance use disorders may prove to be a viable treatment option (Milton, 2012) .
Overall, results are promising that reconsolidation-based manipulations may be a useful treatment for addiction (Torregrossa, Corlett, & Taylor, 2011) . With an optimized protocol, it is possible that retrieval of a drug-associated memory may labilize to such an extent that relapse will be reduced. Additional research is needed to examine the conditions under which reconsolidation-based treatments may be most beneficial and to rule out alternative explanations by including additional control groups.
PTSD
The first study of memory reconsolidation in patients with PTSD demonstrated that propranolol may effectively reduce the reconsolidation of certain aspects of traumatic memories (Brunet et al., 2008) . Specifically, propranolol administered after reactivation of the traumatic memory through the reading of a previously prepared personalized script caused a decrease in physiological responding to the personalized script one week later. Another study found that the mammalian target of rapamycin (mTOR) inhibitor rapamycin administered prior to personalized script-driven traumatic memory reactivation decreased symptoms of PTSD in combat veterans (Surís, Smith, Powell, & North, 2013) . These effects were present at one but not three months following propranolol treatment and were found for veterans with recent (postVietnam era; mean illness duration of 7 years) but not old (Vietnam-era; mean illness duration of 41 years) trauma, indicating that PTSD may be more easily treated through reconsolidation manipulation in its early stages rather than its late stages. Neither of these studies included no-reactivation or delayed-treatment control groups. Thus, additional studies examining the effect of propranolol in the absence of reactivation are warranted to verify that the effects of propranolol are due to reconsolidation blockade as opposed to its non-specific anxiolytic effects.
An additional case report demonstrated a possible effect of post-reactivation electroconvulsive therapy (ECT) on reducing memories related to the reactivated trauma in a patient with PTSD (Gahr, Schönfeldt-Lecuona, Spitzer, & Graf, 2014) , circling back to early examinations of electroconvulsive shock-induced retrograde amnesia (Misanin et al., 1968; Rubin, 1976; Schneider & Sherman, 1968) . Critically, memories related to a trauma that was not reactivated were spared, indicating that ECT was not inducing global memory impairments. Randomized-controlled trials investigating the effect of ECT on PTSD reconsolidation should be carried out to verify this reported effect.
The need for including appropriate control groups in human studies of reconsolidation is highlighted by one published study of reconsolidation in PTSD patient s that found no effect of prereactivation propranolol or mifepristone (a glucocorticoid antagonist) on physiological responding to traumatic imagery or on PTSD symptoms (Wood et al., 2015) . The reason for the differing results as compared to the aforementioned study by Brunet et al. (2008) may be due to a difference in control groups. Whereas the earlier study compared participants who received pre-reactivation propranolol to participants who received pre-reactivation placebo, the study by Wood and colleagues compared participants who received pre-reactivation propranolol or mifepristone to participants who received propranolol or mifepristone two days prior to traumatic memory reactivation, essentially a delayedtreatment control group. Thus, all participants in the second study received propranolol or mifepristone at some point, and it is therefore possible that propranolol administration has non-specific effects on PTSD symptoms and physiological responding that are independent of memory recall or reconsolidation. Future work is needed to parse out these possibilities. Lastly, while reconsolidation-based manipulations may not induce complete amnesia of the traumatic event (and it may be argued that such manipulations should not induce complete amnesia of life events, as discussed below), interfering with the emotionality aspect of the memory may provide substantial therapeutic benefit.
Phobias
Emerging evidence implicates reconsolidation manipulation as a potential treatment for phobias. Specifically, in patients with spider phobia, cortisol administered before four reactivation sessions reduced participants' self-reported fear towards a spider stimulus when assessed two days after the reactivation sessions concluded (Soravia et al., 2006) . In this study, the phobia memory was reactivated through the brief presentation of a photograph of a spider. No control group was included that received cortisol in the absence of memory reactivation. A recent study, however, has demonstrated that propranolol administered following reactivation blocks fearful responding towards spiders in individuals with spider phobia and that propranolol given in the absence of reactivation has no effect on fear (Soeter & Kindt, 2015) . This study reactivated the memory through presentation of an actual tarantula and demonstrated that the effect of propranolol at reducing physiological responding and self-declared fear towards spiderrelated stimuli persists for at least one year. The long-lasting effects of propranolol treatment are extremely promising for clinical application. In addition to spider phobias, a report of a randomized controlled trial of the reconsolidation-modulating effects of propranolol on dental extraction phobia is also underway, though results are still forthcoming (Steenen, van Wijk, van Westrhenen, de Lange, & de Jongh, 2015) .
Schizophrenia
In contrast to the previous disorders in which reconsolidation has been studied mainly as a treatment, aberrant reconsolidation has been implicated in the actual formation and persistence of delusions and psychosis (Corlett, Krystal, Taylor, & Fletcher, 2009) . Briefly, it has been hypothesized that patients with schizophrenia or psychotic symptoms may experience aberrant dopaminergic prediction error signaling, which inadvertently attributes salience to stimuli that would normally be ignored and which induces memory destabilization when destabilization would not normally occur (Corlett, Taylor, Wang, Fletcher, & Krystal, 2010; Corlett et al., 2009 ). Due to enhanced destabilization, a memory can then be inappropriately updated and reconsolidated. This inappropriate reconsolidation can lead to delusional beliefs, which persist because they are continuously reconsolidated and strengthened upon recall.
Consistent with this hypothesis, in a preclinical model of psychosis through acute ketamine administration, rats that received pre-reactivation ketamine demonstrated enhanced reconsolidation in a manner suggestive of increased destabilization (Honsberger, Taylor, & Corlett, 2015) . Importantly, ketamine had no effect in the absence of reactivation. In addition, in a human model of psychosis in which healthy participants received acute injections of ketamine, reconsolidation was also enhanced in pre-reactivation ketamine-treated individuals and positively correlated with prediction-error signaling in the brain .
Due to the findings that reconsolidation manipulations can enhance fear in humans, studies attempting to block reconsolidation and decrease aberrant memories in humans (e.g., for addiction, PTSD, or phobias) should take extreme care to utilize methodology that will not unexpectedly enhance reconsolidation. Additionally, future work should examine reconsolidation in patients with schizophrenia and investigate whether treatments that impair reconsolidation may effectively decrease the strength of delusions.
Reconsolidation in healthy participants
Studies examining reconsolidation in healthy subjects can help shed light on optimal reconsolidation parameters and better inform potential reconsolidation-based psychiatric treatment. In healthy subjects, reconsolidation of many types of neutral memories can be impaired, including motor skill learning (de Beukelaar, Woolley, & Wenderoth 2014; Walker, Brakefield, Hobson, & Stickgold 2003) , declarative memory (Forcato, Argibay, Pedreira, & Maldonado 2009; Forcato et al., 2007) , and episodic memory (Chan, Thomas, & Bulevich 2009; Hupbach, Gomez, Hardt, & Nadel 2007) . The following subsections detail the mostinvestigated means of interfering with reconsolidation in healthy participants.
Effect of propranolol on reconsolidation in healthy participants
The role of b-adrenergic receptors in human memory reconsolidation has been extensively examined, and b-adrenergic blockade with propranolol frequently impairs the reconsolidation of negative or aversive memories. In healthy subjects, propranolol has been reported to interfere with the reconsolidation of negative memories, while having no effect on the reconsolidation of neutral memories (Schwabe, Nader, & Pruessner, 2012; Schwabe, Nader, Wolf, Beaudry, & Pruessner, 2012) . Propranolol has likewise been demonstrated to impair fear memory reconsolidation in healthy participants (Kindt, Soeter, & Vervliet, 2009; Sevenster, Beckers, & Kindt, 2014; , even when the fear memory is strengthened by acquisition manipulations (Soeter & Kindt, 2012) . Propranolol disruption of reconsolidation can also impair the generalization of fear, which is critical for the translation to anxiety disorder treatment . The effect of propranolol on fear memory reconsolidation was shown to have no effect on the declarative memory for the stimulus-fear association, though the emotional response to the stimulus was greatly reduced (Soeter & Kindt, 2012) .
These affirmative effects of propranolol on negative memories are not universal, however. One group found that propranolol administered before retrieval affected neither emotional nor neutral memories (Tollenaar, Elzinga, Spinhoven, & Everaerd, 2009a; Tollenaar, Elzinga, Spinhoven, & Everaerd, 2009b) , and two other groups recently reported no effect of propranolol on fear memory reconsolidation (Bos, Beckers, & Kindt, 2014; Spring et al., 2015) . It is unclear why these findings were inconsistent with previous results, especially given that procedures were nearly identical to earlier studies (Kindt et al., 2009 ), but it suggests that even subtle methodological differences can have a profound impact on results. Further research is needed to determine optimal conditions for blocking reconsolidation with propranolol.
Despite these few disparate studies, a recent meta-analysis has found that propranolol significantly reduces the reconsolidation of emotional memories in humans across studies (Lonergan, OliveraFigueroa, Pitman, & Brunet, 2012) , indicating that propranolol should continue to be investigated as an effective tool for manipulating reconsolidation. The idea that propranolol more strongly inhibits memory reconsolidation of negative or fear-related memories as opposed to neutral memories has valuable implications for the clinical use of propranolol in the treatment of psychiatric disorders. Specifically, propranolol may be more effective at inhibiting aberrant aversive memories in disorders such as PTSD as opposed to aberrant reward-related memories in disorders such as substance use. This idea is supported by our preclinical findings that systemically administered propranolol does not impair the reconsolidation of cocaine-cue memories in a model of reinstatement (i.e., relapse) to cocaine-seeking behavior in rodents trained to self-administer cocaine (Dunbar & Taylor, 2016) .
Effect of stress on reconsolidation in healthy participants
Administration of a stressor following memory recall can have bidirectional effects on memory reconsolidation processes, which holds strong clinical implications for stress-related psychiatric disorders such as anxiety and PTSD. In some cases, administration of a stressor around the time of recall can inhibit memory reconsolidation (Marin, Hupbach, Maheu, Nader, & Lupien, 2011; Strange, Kroes, Fan, & Dolan, 2010; Tollenaar, Elzinga, Spinhoven, & Everaerd, 2008; Tollenaar et al., 2009a; Zhao et al., 2009 ). For example, episodic memory reconsolidation is impaired when an emotionally aversive stimulus or a glucocorticoid antagonist is administered after memory retrieval (Marin et al., 2011; Strange et al., 2010) . Additionally, administration of a stressor or of cortisol, which may pharmacologically mimic some components of stress, prior to retrieval of an emotional or neutral task impaired reconsolidation of both tasks in healthy subjects (Tollenaar et al., 2008; Tollenaar et al., 2009a) . One group found that a stressor given after memory reactivation impaired reconsolidation of neutral episodic memories but had no effect on emotional episodic memories (Schwabe & Wolf, 2009; Schwabe & Wolf, 2010) . In support of this finding, administration of cortisol following reactivation also had no effect on emotional memory reconsolidation in healthy subjects (Tollenaar et al., 2009b) .
Conversely, post-reactivation stressors can also serve to enhance memory reconsolidation in some paradigms. Mild stressors or reminders of negative emotional events just following memory recall improve reconsolidation of emotional or neutral declarative learning tasks (Bos, (Dongaonkar, Hupbach, Gomez, & Nadel, 2013) .
Whether stress affects reconsolidation in a positive or negative manner likely depends upon the severity of the stressor as well as the emotional characteristics of the memory that is reactivated. Some type of stress dose-response curve may exist for predicting whether stress will disrupt or enhance reconsolidation, which will be an intriguing area for future work to examine. Additional work should also address the effect of post-retrieval stress on reconsolidation in populations with stress-related psychiatric disorders.
Effect of retrieval-extinction on reconsolidation in healthy participants
Inspired by a promising preclinical study (Monfils et al., 2009 ), a non-pharmacological retrieval-extinction paradigm for reducing fear memory reconsolidation was tested in humans (Schiller et al., 2010) , which consisted of sessions of reactivating a fear memory immediately prior to multiple extinction trials in order to decrease reconsolidation. While this effect has been replicated in human fear conditioning experiments (Johnson & Casey, 2015; Oyarzún et al., 2012) and extended to studies of drug-related memories in humans (Xue et al., 2012) , other replications of this behavioral procedure have produced mixed results (Golkar, Bellander, Olsson, & Ohman, 2012; Meir Drexler et al., 2014; . Additionally, the critical control group of extinction prior to retrieval is typically absent in human studies. Thus, it will be necessary to further investigate the retrieval-extinction paradigm in the context of psychiatric treatment and to ensure that future studies include proper control groups to confirm that this method depends on reconsolidation processes.
Other Modulators of reconsolidation in healthy participants
Other studies using non-pharmacological reconsolidation manipulations found that TMS in the primary motor cortex blocks motor memory reconsolidation (Censor, Dayan, & Cohen, 2014; Censor, Dimyan, & Cohen, 2010) . Conversely, repetitive TMS or transcranial direct current stimulation of the prefrontal cortex enhances reconsolidation of an episodic or declarative memory, respectively (Javadi & Cheng, 2012; Sandrini, Censor, Mishoe, & Cohen, 2013) , indicating a neuroanatomical divergence in substrates involved in the strengthening or weakening of reconsolidation, as compared to the motor cortex. In addition, ECT administered following memory reactivation of an emotional episodic memory has been demonstrated to block reconsolidation (Kroes et al., 2014) .
Behavioral manipulations also effectively interfere with memory reconsolidation. For example, initiation of new learning immediately following reactivation interferes with reconsolidation of motor, episodic, and declarative memories (Chan & LaPaglia, 2013; de Beukelaar et al., 2014; Wichert, Wolf, & Schwabe, 2012) . In contrast, engagement in a divided attention task during memory retrieval enhances memory reconsolidation as compared to engaging in full attention during memory retrieval (Kessler et al., 2014) . Similar studies using non-invasive behavioral techniques should be carried out in the context of reconsolidation in psychiatric disorders, in order to determine whether such paradigms may be useful treatment options.
Limitations of the clinical application of reconsolidation
It is necessary to note that due to the complicated ethical and methodological nature of manipulating memory reconsolidation in an experimental or clinical setting in humans, there are a number of factors that preclude a clear interpretation of the nature of reconsolidation in humans (Schiller & Phelps, 2011) . For example, some experimental designs may not control for experimental manipulation effects on retrieval versus reconsolidation (Kindt et al., 2009; Soeter & Kindt, 2010) or for the effects of the experimental manipulation in the absence of memory reactivation. Additionally, the behavioral paradigms used in different studies are inconsistent and cannot be directly compared.
Pharmacological experiments
In most experiments examining the effect of pharmacological treatment on reconsolidation, the control group receives a placebo treatment that does not induce any physiological effects. Notably, a placebo control may not be appropriate for compounds that induce anxiolytic interoceptive properties (e.g., propranolol and mifepristone). In such cases, the participant may be able to accurately guess whether they received pharmacological treatment or placebo, which would bias the study results. Such studies should include verification that participants are sufficiently blinded to their treatment. In cases where blinding is compromised, an appropriate pharmacological control that does not block reconsolidation but that does produce interoceptive effects should be utilized to increase the efficacy of participant blinding.
State-dependency of reconsolidated memories
Recent reports have argued that paradigms thought to block memory reconsolidation may actually be inducing the integration of state-dependency into the previously consolidated memory (Flint, Noble, & Ulmen, 2013; Gisquet-Verrier et al., 2015; Sierra et al., 2013) . State-dependency is a long-studied phenomenon in which a memory learned in one state (e.g., under the influence of a drug) can only be recalled while in the same state but not in a different state (Girden & Culler, 1937) . With regards to reconsolidation, administration of a supposed amnestic agent at reactivation may induce an interoceptive state characteristic of that pharmacological agent. Because memory reactivation induces memory lability, the interoceptive state is then incorporated into the previously consolidated memory. Thus, the now state-dependent memory will only be recalled while in the same state as reactivation (i.e., when under the influence of the same pharmacological agent as at reactivation).
This hypothesis posits that the decreased memory present at the long-term memory test in most reconsolidation paradigms is not indicative of amnesia but is instead indicative only that the participant is not in the same reactivation state. Accordingly, if the subject is administered a long-term memory test in conjunction with the pharmacological agent from reactivation, the subject should demonstrate memory retention. Indeed, this hypothesis has been upheld in preclinical studies that demonstrated a reversal of the supposed amnestic effect of common pharmacological agents used to block reconsolidation, including the NMDA receptor antagonist MK-801 and the protein synthesis inhibitor cycloheximide, when the agents were administered both at reactivation and at the long-term memory test (Flint et al., 2013; Gisquet-Verrier et al., 2015) .
Future studies of reconsolidation may consider using a control group that receives the supposed amnestic agent prior to the long-term memory test. Importantly, this could be accomplished through a within-subjects design and may not require additional subjects. The clinical relevance of the implications of statedependency integration may, however, be minimal; as long as the individual avoids entering the state induced by the treatment agent, the aberrant memory should still be held at abeyance.
In addition, it is unlikely that all studies of reconsolidation blockade can be explained through the state-dependency integration hypothesis. Critically, this hypothesis cannot explain how certain compounds administered in conjunction with reactivation can strengthen a memory, even when the long-term memory test is administered in the absence of any pharmacology. Under the state-dependency integration hypothesis, even memory enhancement should only be present while in the same state as at reactivation. Thus, future work needs to be conducted to determine under what conditions a reconsolidated memory incorporates statedependent information.
Ethics
Concerns have been raised as to whether it is ethical to alter the substance of a memory, as it may disrupt a sense of self (President's Council on Bioethics, 2003) . However, others argue that, in individuals who may benefit from reconsolidation treatment, perhaps the sense of self is already disrupted due to the disabling psychological disabilities that interfere with daily life (Donovan, 2010) . Evidence shows that disruption of reconsolidation in humans impairs emotional response to memory while sparing declarative memory (Soeter & Kindt, 2012) , which suggests that an individual's memory would not be entirely ''erased" in the manner of a dystopic science-fiction plot, as might be feared. Although it is prudent to be cautious about the use of memory reconsolidation manipulations in human, the research suggests that the potential benefits may far outweigh the risks, and research should continue to be done in this area.
Boundary conditions
Memories do not appear to be universally reconsolidated upon recall, which suggests the existence of certain boundary conditions that define whether or not a memory will undergo reconsolidation (Nader & Einarsson, 2010; Reichelt & Lee, 2013; Tronson & Taylor, 2007) . These boundary conditions that preclude reconsolidation are likely mirrored neurobiologically by downregulation of mechanisms that are critical for lability (Wang, de Oliveira, & Nader, 2009 ). Boundary conditions are not yet clearly defined, as for nearly every proposed boundary condition there exists a contradictory finding in the literature that calls the proposed boundary condition definition into question.
One of the most discussed boundary conditions is memory strength, which correlates positively with the strength of training and negatively with the age of the memory. Strong training has been shown to inhibit destabilization and preclude efficacy of reconsolidation manipulations (Liddie & Itzhak, 2014; Robinson & Franklin, 2010; Winters, Tucci, & DaCosta-Furtado, 2009 ). Additionally, older memories are increasingly susceptible to reconsolidation as compared to newer memories (Robinson & Franklin, 2010; Winters et al., 2009) . In certain cases, however, robust memories showed no difference in comparison to weak memories in their ability to undergo reconsolidation (Debiec & LeDoux, 2004; Lee, Milton, & Everitt, 2006) .
The duration of reactivation session has also been proposed as a boundary condition. Short reactivation sessions appear to promote reconsolidation, whereas long reactivation sessions promote extinction (de Beukelaar et al., 2014; Pedreira & Maldonado, 2003) . As suggested by the trace dominance theory (Dudai, 2004; Nader, 2003) , it has been proposed that conditions promoting extinction before memory lability occurs and before reconsolidation is initiated preclude reconsolidation mechanisms from engaging (Bustos, Maldonado, & Molina, 2009; Eisenberg, Kobilo, Berman, & Dudai, 2003; Suzuki et al., 2004) . In contrast, it has also been proposed that it is not actually the occurrence of extinction processes per se that imposes a boundary condition on reconsolidation, but, rather, it is the engagement of shared neurocircuitry in some reconsolidation and extinction paradigms that precludes reconsolidation (Duvarci, Mamou, & Nader, 2006) .
Another boundary condition that has been proposed includes the experience of a prediction error, or a mismatch in what is expected and what is experienced, during reactivation session (Pedreira, Pérez-Cuesta, & Maldonado, 2004; Reichelt & Lee, 2012; Sevenster, Beckers, & Kindt, 2012) . This can be accomplished by adding unexpected information or removing expected information during the reactivation session. Prediction-error signaling is thought to initiate reconsolidation in order to integrate the new information from the reactivation session into the existing memory (Corlett & Taylor, 2013; Torregrossa & Taylor, 2016) . Evidence supporting the necessity of prediction-error signaling in memory destabilization is recent yet robust (Das, Hindocha, et al., 2015; Exton-McGuinness, Patton, Sacco, & Lee, 2014; Hon et al., 2015; Sevenster, Beckers, & Kindt 2013; Sevenster et al., 2014) .
Specificity of reconsolidation manipulations
Conventional reconsolidation paradigms in which a manipulation is performed before or after conditioned stimulus (CS) reactivation specifically target the reactivated CS memory while sparing other memoires (Doyère, Debiec, Monfils, Schafe, & LeDoux, 2007) . In a preclinical fear conditioning paradigm, for example, if two separate CSs are both paired with one aversive US, reactivation of one CS followed by intra-amygdalar NMDA-receptor antagonism weakens the association between the reactivated stimulus and fear, while the other non-reactivated CS continues to elicit a fear response (Doyère et al., 2007) . While on one hand it is beneficial that reconsolidation manipulations do not indiscriminately impair unrelated memories, on the other hand, weakening the association between only one CS and the US may not have high clinical potential for disorders such as addiction, in which one US (i.e., the feeling of using the drug) is associated with numerous CSs (e.g., paraphernalia, internal states, daily activities, etc.).
Theoretically, a preferable treatment for such disorders would be one that disrupts the association between the US and all associated CSs, while sparing any memories that are unrelated to the US. Research using fear-conditioning paradigms has begun to show that this may, in fact, be feasible. First, LeDoux and colleagues demonstrated that a simple change in paradigm-reactivating the auditory fear memory through presentation of the US rather than the CS prior to pharmacological treatment-impairs the association of multiple CSs paired with the reactivated US after a single US retrieval session (Debiec, Díaz-Mataix, Bush, Doyère, & LeDoux, 2010; Díaz-Mataix, Debiec, LeDoux, & Doyère, 2011) . Importantly, the disruption of reconsolidation was specific to the CSs paired only with the reactivated US, as the association between a distinct CS and distinct non-reactivated US remained intact. Another group found that a paradigm consisting of US retrieval followed by extinction induced a long-lasting decrease in fear responding to multiple CSs in both rats and humans (Liu et al., 2014) . Again, the manipulations were specific to the CSs paired with the reactivated US and does not globally disrupt the fear response, but no control group received extinction prior to reactivation to confirm that the effect resulted from a disruption of reconsolidation.
Evidence also suggests that US-evoked recall may also be effective in initiating a window of lability for drug-related memories (i.e., destabilizing the memories) during which time reconsolidation can be manipulated. For example, a single US-reactivation session followed by pharmacological treatment in a rodent model of cocaine self-administration blocks cue-induced reinstatement to multiple CSs paired with the drug (Dunbar & Taylor, in preparation) . The pharmacological agent used was garcinol, a naturally-occurring histone acetyltransferase inhibitor that can safely be given to humans and also blocks reconsolidation after CS reactivation (Maddox, Watts, Doyère, & Schafe, 2013; Monsey, Sanchez, & Taylor, 2016) . Importantly, US-reactivation destabilized the memory whether or not it was administered through the same route as during self-administration training, showing high translational potential for the development of clinical reconsolidationbased treatments for drug addiction, which is associated with several routes of drug administration. Whereas the conventional CSreactivation procedure may recruit the neural correlates of only a single CS-US memory ( Fig. 2A) , US reactivation may recruit neural correlates of all CSs associated with the reactivated US, thus allowing for destabilization and, thus, disruption of all CS-US associations for the reactivated US (Fig. 2B) .
In addition, a longer protocol consisting of 12 days of US memory retrieval followed by 3-h extinction sessions during the window of lability decreases reinstatement to the multiple CSs paired with a single cocaine US (Luo et al., 2015) . Notably, the effect does not occur when extinction occurs prior to US retrieval, indicating that the mechanism is based on reconsolidation mechanisms. The US reactivation followed by pharmacological treatment may have higher translational potential in the clinical for treating addiction, as it requires only a single session lasting less than 10 min as opposed to the retrieval-extinction procedure that requires 12 sessions lasting longer than 3 h each. 
Recommendations
Exploiting boundary conditions
In designing studies to test reconsolidation manipulations in psychiatric populations, paradigms should be constructed to exploit the previously identified boundary conditions. For example, reconsolidation-based treatments will likely be more effective if administered early in the course of the disorder when the aberrant memory is weaker as compared to later in the disorder time course (Surís et al., 2013) . Additionally, since many individuals do not seek treatment until later in the course of the disorder, behavioral (e.g., enhancement of prediction error) or pharmacological (e.g., dcycloserine administration) adjuncts should be evaluated that may more effectively destabilize a stronger memory and make that memory susceptible to reconsolidation blockade. Enhancement of prediction error may be accomplished by altering the magnitude of the CS and/or US or adjusting the CS-US temporal contingency during memory reactivation (Díaz-Mataix, Ruiz Martinez, Schafe, LeDoux, & Doyère, 2013; Exton-McGuinness et al., 2014) .
US-Reactivation paradigms
While only a handful of studies have specifically examined US reactivation procedures to block reconsolidation (Debiec et al., 2010; Dunbar & Taylor, in preparation; Díaz-Mataix et al., 2011; Liu et al., 2014; Luo et al., 2015) , these studies have demonstrated remarkable insight into a manner in which aberrant memories associated with multiple CSs may be diminished without globally disrupting unrelated memory processes. US reactivation confers an undeniable advantage over traditional CS reactivation procedures in that it a single reactivation session may activate the neural circuits associated with multiple CSs paired with a single CS, allowing for more efficient blockade of multiple aberrant cue memories. However, much remains to be elucidated about the US-reactivation procedure. In order to answer these questions and in light of the procedural advantage, we recommend that researchers interested in reconsolidation increase their focus on US-reactivation paradigms.
Most notably, more US-reactivation reconsolidation experiments should be conducted with humans, both in healthy and clinical populations. Only one study published thus far has examined a US-retrieval-extinction paradigm (Liu et al., 2014) in healthy subjects who were mildly fear conditioned. While this study found promising results despite not including an important extinctionretrieval control, no studies have examined a US-reactivation procedure in the context of drug use, in clinical populations, or using a post-US-reactivation pharmacological treatment. Such experiments are crucial for shedding light on the potential of this paradigm to be used as a potential treatment for psychopathology.
In addition, it will be important to directly examine whether the extinction or pharmacological treatment following US reactivation is more effective at blocking aberrant memories. Based on preclinical studies of drug memories, the pharmacological approach may be more advantageous as compared to retrieval-extinction, as it requires only one short treatment session (Dunbar & Taylor, in preparation; Luo et al., 2015) . Developing an effective clinical treatment that requires fewer sessions and less time will increase patient retention, decrease costs, and improve treatment outcomes. An exciting candidate to examine for the pharmacological approach is garcinol, which can be given safely to humans and which blocks reconsolidation in rodents (Dunbar & Taylor, in preparation; Maddox et al., 2013; Monsey et al., 2016) .
Another interesting empirical question is whether US reactivation generates a larger prediction error than CS reactivation. It is possible that since the US is associated with multiple CSs, a very large negative prediction error may occur when the US is reactivated in the absence of any CS. In contrast, a smaller negative prediction error may occur if the CS is reactivated in the absence of the US, since the CS is typically associated with just one US. If US reactivation does indeed promote an enhanced prediction error signal, the US reactivation procedure might block memories that may be more resistant to reconsolidation due to boundary conditions, such as older or stronger memories, and would increase the potential of this paradigm to treat strongly engrained psychopathologies.
Conclusion
Researchers have had success in translating the work investigated in animal models into human studies in both clinical and healthy populations, indicating promising therapeutic potential for reconsolidation therapies in the treatment of psychiatric disorders such as addiction and PTSD. Further work must be done to exploit the boundary conditions that apply to reconsolidation in a clinical setting and to apply the knowledge gained from studies conducted in healthy participants to clinical populations. In addition, clinical studies investigating the potential of the USreactivation paradigm as a treatment for psychiatric disorders should also be prioritized. A better understanding of reconsolidation-manipulation paradigms that may effectively combat multiple aberrant learning associations is critical for future clinical application of reconsolidation-based treatment of psychopathology.
